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Clever. Simple. Beautiful.

DEVIreg™ Touch – Intelligent floor heating control

DEVIreg™ Touch – Intelligent floor heating control

Create the 
perfect match

Visit touch.devi.co.uk

Color Details Code number

Pure white (matches RAL 9010) – design frame 140F1064

Pure black (matches RAL 9005) – design frame 140F1069

Polar white (matches RAL 9016) – design frame 140F1071

Contact your  
installer todayTry it  

right away
Seeing is believing
That is why we made a virtual 
version of DEVIreg™ Touch for you to 
try before you buy. An exact copy of 
the actual product, this tool allows 
you to quickly learn how easy it is to 
programme and use the thermostat 
via its simple and intuitive touchscreen. 
No more fiddling with confusing buttons! 
But do not take our word for it – try it for yourself!

Web or smartphone
The virtual DEVIreg™ Touch tool comes in 2 versions: a web-
site version you can find at touch.devi.co.uk and a mobile 
version for your smartphone or tablet. Scan the QR code now 
and try the virtual thermostat right away.  
No installation required!

Scan the code  
and try it for yourself
No installation required

The DEVIreg™ Touch is the simplest, most easy-to-use controller 
ever developed for electric floor heating. With its intuitive touch 
screen, this advanced timer thermostat makes it easy for you to get 
the best out of it. All with a simple touch. 

Designed to provide optimum comfort, exactly when and where 
you need it. Making cold feet a thing of the past, and perfect 
comfort a thing of the future. 

The DEVIreg Touch comes in 3 colours to give you design freedom
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Your approved DEVI installer can answer all your questions 
about electric heating. From using DEVI electric heating as your 
main or secondary heating source, renovating a single room or 
building a new house – or even if you simply want to have your 
existing thermostat replaced by DEVIreg™ Touch. Contact your 
DEVI installer today and enjoy comfortable, ultra-reliable and 
energy-saving heating tomorrow.



A simple touch  
is all you need
Designed for you
We asked a large group of our customers: “What are currently 
your most unmet needs when it comes to electric heating 
control?” The majority of answers pointed in the same 
direction and cover four features that you consider most 
important in a modern thermostat.

First of all, it should be really easy to use and operate with 
clear information on the display and without a series of 
buttons. You’d also like an elegant design that will fit your 
interior nicely. To avoid high energy costs, the thermostat 
should control the temperature as energy efficiently as 
possible. Last but not least, you want to be confident about 
the quality so you can use it for a long time period.
 
Our engineers focused on these insights and developed the 
very first touchscreen thermostat for electric under-floor 
heating: DEVIreg™ Touch.

•	Open window detection automatically 
switches off the floor heating

•	3rd generation adaptive timer optimizes 
both start and end of comfort periods

•	Energy consumption read-out: awareness 
is the key to maximum savings

•	Easy to access ‘smart’ button for temporary 
energy-saving settings

Clever features  
for smart savings

DEVIreg™ Touch 
for intelligent floor heating

Combine smart features to reduce 
energy waste by up to 12%  
compared with other electric 

heating thermostats 

The DEVIreg™ Touch provides:
•	Simple and intuitive touchscreen operation
•	A beautiful design that fits into your regular wall socket
•	A clever range of energy-saving features to reduce heating 

costs by up to 12%
•	A unique 5-year warranty, including online replacement 

service

Added features for increased versatility and convenience:
•	Code support feature for remote service – no need for costly 

call-outs
•	3 colour options to suit your home – Pure white, Polar white 

and Pure black

Simplicity that is 
a pleasure to live with
DEVIreg™ Touch is designed to provide optimum comfort, 
exactly when and where you need it. With two comfort periods 
and two energy-reducing economic periods per day, this easy-
to-programme thermostat will fit the way you live perfectly. The 
clever ‘time copy’ feature allows you to copy a time schedule to 
any other day of the week, or simply set a time programme for 
each individual day. The choice is yours.

To provide a comfortable, warm floor, you can choose between 
our thin and reliable DEVImat™ heat mats or flexible and strong 
DEVIflex™ heating cables. Your installer will advise you on 
the best choice for your home. No matter which product you 
choose, DEVI provides the most comfortable and accurately 
controlled floor heating system on the market. And the most 
reliable! With a unique 20-year warranty on our DEVImat™ and 
DEVIflex™ products – including installation and floor material 
costs – DEVI is the most reliable choice you can make.

DEVIreg™ Touch
Within a well insulated room and with a limited amount of 
running hours per day, the energy consumption of electric 
under-floor heating is much lower than you might think. To 
ensure maximum energy savings, DEVIreg™ Touch has been 
designed with the very latest energy-saving features:


